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Valiant Overhauls Retrofit to Break
Through Service Roadblocks
Location
•

Eddy County, New Mexico

Application
When one Permian operator needed to get a saltwater disposal
site back online, Valiant went beyond the call of duty to get the
results they were looking for.
The customer called on Valiant
to replace a pump with a broken
shaft, but the technician realized
there was another problem to
solve: the old thrust chamber
was missing splines required to
couple the pump.
Due to the construction of the
previous manufacturer’s skid,
replacing the thrust chamber
would be a more intensive
process at the job site. Knowing
the customer needed a faster
solution, Valiant suggested a new
alternative: rebuild the existing
thrust chamber to fit the new
pump.
“We asked the customer if we
could bring their thrust chambers
to our Mid-Con shop to tear
them down and see if we could
rebuild them. They said yes.”
As soon as the thrust chamber
arrived, Valiant’s senior product

engineer and leading specialist in
thrust chamber design worked to
determine what parts would be
required. After swapping out the
internal components with a new
set of bearings, shaft, seals, and
a TC to pump coupling, Valiant’s
shop team reassembled the
thrust chamber and quickly got it
back to location for the install.
With Valiant’s quick thinking
and expertise, everything came
together perfectly. Valiant
installed the rebuilt thrust
chamber, leveled and set a new
pump on the skid, powered up
the VSD, and started up the unit
with no issues.

•

HPS for Saltwater Disposal

Solution
•

Rebuilt customer-owned thrust
chamber

•

Retrofitted VG9000 pump to
previous manufacturer’s skid

Before Retrofit

After Retrofit

Not only was Valiant able
to eliminate the operator’s
frustration, but the customer was
so satisfied with the outcome
that they asked Valiant to do the
same work on an identical skid at
another SWD site.

Contact Valiant to learn more about our retrofit solutions, and see
how we can help you maximize your asset performance today.
1.405.605.4567
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